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ABSTRACT
Many extended, C-like languages can be implemented by translating them into C. This paper proposes an extension scheme for SC languages (extended/plain C languages with an S-expression based syntax). The extensions are implemented by transformation rules over S-expressions, that is, Lisp functions with pattern-matching on S-expressions. Thus, many flexible extensions to C can be implemented at low cost because (1) of the ease with which new constructs can be added to an SC language, and (2) of the pre-existing Common Lisp capabilities for reading/printing, analyzing, and transforming S-expressions themselves. We also present a practical example of just such an extended language.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The C language is often indispensable for developing practical systems, but it is not so easy to extend the C language by adding a new feature such as fine-grain multi-threading. We can implement language extension by modifying a C compiler, but sometimes we can do it by translating an extended C program to an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), apply analysis or transformation necessary for the extension, and then generate C code. Structures, objects (in object-oriented languages), or variants are traditionally used as the data structure for an AST.

This paper proposes a new scheme where an AST is represented by an S-expression and such an S-expression is also used as (a part of) a program. For this purpose we have designed SC, a C language with an S-expression-based syntax. This scheme enables us to implement language extension at low cost because (1) adding new constructs is easy, (2) S-expressions can easily be read/printed, analyzed, and transformed in Common Lisp, which features dynamic variables useful for transformation. We also developed the SC language system in Common Lisp. In this language system, extension developers can implement their extensions by writing some transformation rules over S-expressions. The rules are described as function definitions with pattern-matching on their arguments.

We have implemented some language extensions such as multi-threading and check-pointing using this system, and this paper mainly shows one of such language extensions, LW-SC (Lightweight-SC), where nested functions are added to SC-0 as a language feature.

This system is helpful especially for programming language developers who want to prototype their implementation ideas rapidly and also useful for C programmers who want to customize the language easily as Lisp programmers usually do.

2. THE SC LANGUAGE SYSTEM
The SC language system, implemented in Common Lisp, deals with the following S-expression-based languages:

- SC-0, the base SC language, and
- extended SC languages,

and consists of the following three kinds of modules:

- The SC preprocessor — includes SC files and handles macro definitions and expansions,
- The SC translator — interprets transformation rules for transforming SC code into another SC, and
- The SC compiler — compiles SC-0 code into C.

Figure 1 shows code translation phases in the SC language system. An extended SC code is transformed into SC-0 by the SC preprocessors, then translated into C by the SC compiler. Before each transformation/translation is applied, preprocessing by an SC preprocessor is performed. As the figure shows, a series of rule-sets can be applied one by one to get SC-0 code. Extension implementers write transformation rules for the SC translators to transform the extended language into SC-0.

2.1 The SC Preprocessor
The SC preprocessor handles the following SC preprocessing directives to transform SC programs:
2.2 The SC Translator and Transformation Rules

A transformation rule for the SC translator is given by the syntax:

\[
\text{\texttt{\%include file-name}} \quad \text{corresponds to an \#include directive in C. The file file-name is included.}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\%defmacro macro-name lambda-list} \quad S-expression_1, \cdots , S-expression_n} \quad \text{evaluated as a defmacro form of Common Lisp to define an SC macro. After the definition, every list in the form of (macro-name \cdots ) is replaced with the result of the application of Common Lisp's macroexpand-1 function to the list. The algorithm to expand nested macro applications complies with the standard C specification.}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\%defconstant macro-name S-expression}} \quad \text{defines an SC macro in the same way as a \%defmacro directive, except that every symbol which eqs macro-name is replaced with S-expression after the definition.}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\%undef macro-name}} \quad \text{undefines the specified macro defined by \%defmacros or \%defconstants.}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\%ifdef symbol list_1, list_2}} \quad \text{\%ifndef symbol list_1, list_2}} \quad \text{If the macro specified by symbol is defined, list_1 is spliced there. Otherwise list_2 is spliced.}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\%if S-expression list_1, list_2}} \quad S-expression is macro-expanded, then the result is evaluated by Common Lisp. If the return value eqs \texttt{nil} or \texttt{0}, list_2 is spliced there. Otherwise list_1 is spliced.}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\%error string}} \quad \text{interrupts the compilation with an error message string.}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\%cinclude file-name}} \quad \text{file-name specifies a C header file. The C code is compiled into SC-0 and the result is spliced there. The SC programmers can use library functions and most of macros such as printf, NULL declared/\#defined in C header files}.^1
\]

\[
\text{(function-name pattern parm_2 \cdots parm_n)} \quad \text{\texttt{\rightarrow expression}}
\]

where a function function-name is defined as an usual Lisp function. When the function is called, the first argument is tested whether it matches to pattern. If matched, expression is evaluated by the Common Lisp system, then its value is returned as the result of the function call. The parameters parm_2 \cdots parm_n, if any, are treated as usual arguments.

A list of transformation rules may include two or more rules with the same function name. In that case, the first argument is tested whether it matches to each pattern in written order, and the result of the function call is the value of expression if matched.

It is permitted to abbreviate

\[
\text{(function-name pattern_1 parm_2 \cdots parm_n)} \quad \text{\texttt{\rightarrow expression}}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\cdots}}
\]

\[
\text{(function-name pattern_m parm_2 \cdots parm_n)} \quad \text{\texttt{\rightarrow expression}}
\]

(all the expressions are identical and only patterns are different from each other) to

\[
\text{(function-name pattern_1 parm_2 \cdots parm_n)}
\]

\[
\text{\texttt{\cdots}}
\]

\[
\text{(function-name pattern_m parm_2 \cdots parm_n)} \quad \text{\texttt{\rightarrow expression}}
\]

The pattern is an S-expression consisted of one of the following elements:

1. symbol
   matches a symbol that is eq to symbol.

2. ,symbol
   matches any S-expression.

3. ,symbol
   matches any list of elements longer than 0.

4. ,symbol[function-name]
   matches an element if the evaluation result of (funcall #\'function-name element) is non-nil.

5. ,symbol[function-name]

---

^1 In some cases such a translation is not obvious. In particular, it is sometimes impossible to translate #define macro definitions into \%defmacro or \%defconstant. We discussed this problem before in [1].
matches an list (longer than 0) if the evaluation result of (every #'function-name list) is non-nil.

The function function-name can be what is defined as above or an usual Common Lisp function (a built-in function or what is defined separately from transformation rules).

In evaluating expression, the special variable x is bound to the whole matched S-expression and, in the cases except (1) symbol is bound to the matched part in S-expression.

An example of such a function definition is as follows:

```
(def (sum a n) (fn int (ptr int) int)
  (def s int 0)
  (def i int 0)
  (do-while 1
   (if (> i n) (break))
   (+= s (aref a (inc i))))
  (return s))
```

Figure 2: An SC-0 program.

In practice, the SC compiler is implemented as a transformation rule-set described above, which specifies transformation from S-expressions to a string (instead of S-expressions).

3. AN EXAMPLE OF A LANGUAGE EXTENSION — LW-SC

This section presents an example of an extended language using the SC language system, named LW-SC. In LW-SC, nested functions are added to SC-0 as a language feature. That is, programmers are permitted to write function definitions within another function.

This extension is not only shown as an introduction of the SC language system, but practical itself; those nested functions can access a caller’s local variables directly without returning from the callee, that enables us to implement many high-level services such as check-pointing, multi-threading[2, 3] and garbage collection easily and elegantly by using LW-SC as an intermediate language.

The GNU C Compiler[4] (GCC) also provides such nested functions as an extension to C. But LW-SC is more portable because it is implemented by code transformation to C, while GCC’s nested functions are implemented as an extended C compiler. Moreover, using nested functions of GCC causes high overhead for the allocation and maintenance of them. We have overcome this problem by implementing nested functions with “lightweight” closures (with some insignificant restrictions). Lightweight closures causes higher invocation overhead but they have quite little allocation/maintenance overhead. As far as nested functions are basically used for high-level services described above, the total overhead can be reduced significantly since most such services allocate closures frequently but only call them infrequently (e.g., to scan roots in garbage collection). We detail the performance of LW-SC in Section 3.4.

3.1 Language Specification

LW-SC has the following features added to SC-0.

- Nested function types:
  (Lightweight type-expression-list) is added to the syntax for type-expression

- Calling nested functions: In function-call expressions ((expression-list)), The type of the first expression is per-
Function calls/returns and function definitions in LW-SC should be appropriately transformed based on these ideas.

3.2 Transformation Strategy

We implemented LW-SC described above by using the SC language system, that is, by writing transformation rules into SC-0, which is finally translated into C.

3.2.1 Basic Ideas

The basic ideas to implement nested functions by translation are summarized as follows:

- After transformation, all definitions of nested functions are moved to be top-level definitions.
- To enable the nested functions to access local variables of their owner functions, an explicit stack is employed in C other than the (implicit) execution stack for C. The explicit stack mirrors values of local variables in the execution stack, and is referred to when local variables of the owner functions are accessed.
- To reduce maintenance/allocation overhead, operations to fix inconsistency between two stacks are delayed until nested functions are actually invoked.

A nested function can access the lexically-scoped variables in the allocation-time environment and its pointer can be used as a function pointer to indirectly call the closure. For example, Figure 4 shows an LW-SC program. When h indirectly calls the nested function g1, it can access a parameter a and local variables x, y sleeping in foo’s frame.

As well as GCC (but differently from Lisp’s closure objects), nested functions are valid only when the owner blocks are alive. Unlike GCC, pointers to nested functions are not compatible with ones to top-level functions. However, such limitations are insignificant for the purpose of implementing high-level services mentioned above.

3.2.2 Transformation

LW-SC programs are translated in the following way to realize the ideas described in Section 3.2.1.

(a) Each generated C program employs an explicit stack mentioned above on memory. This shows a logical execution stack, which manages local variables, callee frame pointers, arguments, return values of nested functions (of LW-SC) and return addresses.

(b) Each function call to an ordinary top-level function in LW-SC is transformed to the same function call in C, except that a special argument is added which saves the stack pointer on the explicit stack. The callee firstly initializes its frame pointer with the stack pointer, moves the stack pointer by its frame size, then executes its body.

(c) Each nested function definition in LW-SC is moved to the top-level in C. In the original place, a variable of a structure type, which contains the pointer to the moved nested function and the frame pointer of the owner function, is declared instead.

(d) Each function call to a nested function in LW-SC is translated into the following steps.

1. Push arguments passed to the nested function and the pointer to the structure mentioned above in (c) to the explicit stack.
2. Save the values of all local variables and parameters, and an integer corresponding to the current execution point (return address) into the explicit stack, then return form the function.
3. Iterate Step 2 until returned to main. The values of local variables and parameters of main are also stored to the explicit stack.
4. Referring to the structure which is pointed to by the pointer pushed at Step 1 (the one in (c)), call the nested function whose definition has been moved to the top-level in C. The callee firstly obtains its arguments by popping the values pushed at Step 1, then executes its body.
5. Before returning from the nested function, push the return value to the explicit stack.
6. Reconstruct the execution stack by restoring the local variables, the parameters, and the execution points referring to the values saved in the explicit stack at Step 3 (the values may be changed during the call to the nested function) to return to the caller of the nested function.
7. If necessary, get the return value of the nested function pushed at Step 5 by popping the explicit stack.

A callee (nested functions) can access the local variables of its owner functions through the frame pointers contained in the structure that have been saved at Step 1.

For example, Figure 5 shows the state transition of the two stacks\(^4\), in the case of Figure 4, from the beginning of the execution to the end of the first indirect call to a nested function g1 (Each number

\(^4\)The C stack" here just states the set of local variables and parameters, whose values are stored not only in the stack memory but also in registers.

$$\text{def (h i g) (fn int int (ptr (lightweight int int)))}$$
$$\text{return (g (g i)))}$$

$$\text{def (foo a) (fn int int)}$$
$$\text{(def x int $\&$)}$$
$$\text{(def y int $\&$)}$$
$$\text{(def (g1 b) (lightweight int int))}$$
$$\text{(inc x)}$$
$$\text{(return (+ a b)))}$$
$$\text{(< y (h 10 g1))}$$
$$\text{(return (+ x y)))}$$

**Figure 4:** An LW-SC program.
3.3 Transformation Rules

To implement the transformation described above, we wrote transformation rules. The entire transformation is divided into the following four phases (rule-sets) for simpleness and reusability of each phase.

(1) **The type rule-set**: Adds type information to all the expressions of an input program.

(2) **The temp rule-set**: Transforms an input program in such a way that no function call appears as a subexpression (except as a right hand side of an assignment).

(3) **The lightweight rule-set**: Performs the transformation described in Section 3.2.2.

(4) **The untype rule-set**: Removes the type information added by the type rule-set from expressions to generate correct SC-0 code.

The following subsections present the detail of these transformation rule-sets.

### 3.3.1 The type rule-set

Transformation by the temp rule-set and the lightweight rule-set need information of all expressions. The type rule-set adds such information. More concretely, it transforms each `expression` into (the `type-expression` `expression`).

Figure 6 shows the (abbreviated) transformation rule-set. Tp0 is
applied to input program (e.g., in Figure 7) to get the transformed program (e.g., in Figure 8). Tp1 receives declarations and renews the dynamic variables which save the information about defined variables, structures, etc. Tpe actually transforms expressions referring to the dynamic variables.

3.3.2 The temp rule-set
A function call appearing as a subexpression such as \((g \ x)\) in \((f (g \ x))\) makes it difficult to add some operations just before/after the function call. The temp rule-set makes such function calls not appear.

Because some temporary variables are needed for the transformation, the definitions of those are inserted at the head of the function body. For example, a program in Figure 10 is transformed to the program in Figure 11 using this rule-set.

Figure 9 shows the (abbreviated) temp rule-set. The actual transformations are performed by Tmp, which returns a 3-tuple of

- a list of the variable definitions to be inserted at the head of the current function,
- a list of the assignments to be inserted just before the expression, and
- an expression with which the current expression should be replaced.

Tmp and Tmp2 combine the tuples appropriately and finally Tmp0 returns the transformed code.

3.3.3 The lightweight rule-set
Now the transformation described in Section 3.2.2 is realized by the lightweight rule-set. Figure 12 shows the (abbreviated) lightweight rule-set which is related to the transformation of “ordinary function” calls and “nested function” calls. esp appearing in the code is a special parameter which is added to each function and saves the stack pointer of the explicit stack. efp is a special local variable added to each function, which saves the frame pointer of the function. Lwe-xfp transforms references to local variables into references to the explicit stack.

“Ordinary function” calls and “nested function” calls can be statically distinguished referring to the functions’ type because of the restriction that ordinary function types are incompatible with nested function types.

The transformation of each operation is detailed as follows (the rules unrelated function calls are omitted in the figure):

Calling ordinary functions The function call is performed as a part of the condition expression of while, where the stack pointer is passed to the callee as an additional first argument. If the callee procedure normally finished, the condition becomes false and the body of while loop is not executed. Otherwise, if the callee returned because of a “nested function” call, the condition becomes true. In the body of while loop, the values of local variables are saved to the explicit stack, an integer that corresponds to the current execution point is also saved to the explicit stack (efp->called-id),

(Tp0 (.@declaration-list))
  -> (progn
      ...)
      (let (*str-alist* *v-alist* *lastv-alist*)
        (mapcar #’Tp1 declaration-list))
      ...)
      (Tpi (.scs[SC-SPEC] .id[ID] .texp .@init))
      -> (progn
        (push (cons id (remove-type-qualifier texp))
          "v-alist")
        ('.scs ,id ,texp ,@init))
      (Tp1 (.scs[SC-SPEC] .@id-list[ID])
        (fn ,@texp-list) ,@body))
      -> (let* ((texp-list (mapcar #’rmv-tqualifier texp-list))
                  (’v-alist* (cons (cons (first id-list)
                                ’(ptr (fn ,@texp-list2)))
                              ’-v-alist))
                  (new-body nil))
        (let ((b-list (cmpd-list (cdr id-list)
                                (cdr texp-list2)))
          (setq new-body
            (let((‘v-alist* (append b-list ‘v-alist*))
                (’str-alist* “str-alist”)
                (mapcar #’Tpb body)))
              ‘(,scs ,@id-list)
              (fn ,@texp-list) ,@new-body))
        ...)
      (Tpi ,otherwise)
      -> (error "syntax error")
    ...)
    ...)

(Tpb (do-while ,exp ,@body))
  -> (switch ,(Tpe exp)
          ...)
          (let ((expression-stat (Tpe otherwise)))
            (if (eq $not-expression expression-stat)
              (Tpi otherwise)
              expr-stat))
    ...)
    ...)

(Tpe ,id[ID])
  -> ‘(the ,(assoc-var-type id) ,id)
  ...)
  (Tpe (ptr .exp))
  -> (let ((exp-with-type (Tpe exp)))
      ‘(the (ptr ,(cadr exp-with-type))
          (ptr ,exp-with-type))
    (Tpe (mref .exp))
    -> (let ((exp-with-type (Tpe exp)))
     ‘(the , deref-type exp-type)
    (mref ,exp-with-type))
    (Tpe (,fexp[EXPRESSION] Àarg-list))
    -> (let* ((exp-with-type (Tpe fexp))
      (exp-type (cadr exp-with-type))
      (call (the ,type-fn)
        ,(caddr exp-with-type))
    (Tpe ,otherwise))
    -> $not-expression

Figure 6: The type rule-set (abbreviated).
Calling Nested functions

The arguments passed to the nested function and the structure that contains the nested function pointer and the frame pointer of its owner function are pushed to the explicit stack. Then, like an "ordinary function" call, the values of local variables and the executing point are saved, the current function exits, and the execution point is restored by goto after the procedure for calling nested function. Then the values of local variables are restored and the return value of the nested function is taken from the top of the explicit stack, if necessary.

Returning from functions returns from ordinary function need no transformation. On the other hand, returns from nested functions must be transformed to push the return value to the explicit stack, and just to return 0 to indicate that the execution of the function is normally finished.

Figure 12: The lightweight rule-set (abbreviated).
\begin{verbatim}
(def (g x) (fn int int)
  (return (* x x)))

(def (f x) (fn double double)
  (return (+ x x)))

(def (h x) (fn char double)
  (return (f (g x))))

Figure 7: An example transformation by the type rule-set (before).

(def (g x) (fn int int)
  (return (the int (* (the int x) (the int x)))))

(def (f x) (fn double double)
  (return (the double (+ (the double x) (the double x)))))

(def (h x) (fn char double)
  (return (the double (call (the (fn double double) f)
    (the int (call (the (fn int int) g)
    (the double x)))))))

Figure 8: An example transformation by the type rule-set (after).

corresponding to efp->call-id, and
  • popping parameters from the explicit stack, in the case of nested functions.

Other transformations are also needed such as adding the parameter esp that receives the explicit stack pointer, adding some local variable definitions, and adding the structure definition that represents the function’s frame in the explicit stack and is referred to by efp.

Though more transformations are needed, we omit the details due to the space limitation.

\subsection{3.3.4 The untype rule-set}

The output code transformed by the lightweight rule-set is not correct SC-0 code because it contains the type information. The untype rule-set removes such information and generate correct SC-0 code. The rule-set is very simple; only needs to search \texttt{(the \ldots)} forms recursively and to remove the type information.

Figure 13 shows the entire untype rule-set.

\subsection{3.4 Performance}

We employed several programs with nested functions and compared them with the corresponding plain C programs. We measured the performance on 1.05GHz UltraSPARC-III and 3GHz Pentium 4 using GCC with -O2 optimizers. Table 1 summarizes the results of performance measurements, where “C” means the plain C program, and “GCC” means the use of GCC’s nested functions.

GCC’s implementation of nested functions causes high maintenance/allocation overhead for the following reasons:

  • GCC implements taking the address of a nested function using a technique called trampolines\cite{5}. Trampolines are code fragments generated on the stack at runtime to indirectly enter the nested function with a necessary environment. The
(def (g x) (fn int int)
  (return
    (the int
      (+ (the int
        (= (the int x) (the int 3)))
        (the int
          (call (the (fn int int) g)
            (the int x)))))))

Figure 10: An example transformation by the temp rule-set (before).

(def (g x) (fn int int)
  (def tmp1 int)
  (def tmp2 int)
  (the int
    (= (the int tmp1)
      (the int
        (= (the int x) (the int 3))))
    (the int
      (= (the int tmp2)
        (the int
          (call (the (fn int int) g)
            (the int x))))))
  (return
    (the int
      (+ (the int tmp1) (the int tmp2))))

Figure 11: An example transformation by the temp rule-set (after).

(UTp0 ,decl-list)
-> (UTp decl-list)
(UTp (the ,texp ,exp))
-> (UTp exp)
(UTp (call ,@exp-list))
-> (mapcar #'UTp exp-list)
(UTp (,lst))
-> (mapcar #'UTp lst)
(UTp ,otherwise)
-> otherwise

Figure 13: The untype rule-set.

runtime code generation incurs high overhead, and for some processors like SPARC, it is necessary to flush some instruction caches for the runtime-generated trampoline code.

- The local variables generally may get registers if the owner function has no nested function. But an owner of GCC’s nested functions keeps the values of these variables in the stack for the nested functions to access them usually via a static chain. Thus, the owner function must perform memory operations to access these variables, which incurs high maintenance overhead.

LW-SC overcomes the former problem by translating the nested function pointer to the tuple of the ordinary function pointer and the frame pointer, and the latter by saving the local variables to the explicit stack lazily (only on call to nested functions).

Actually LW-SC shows a good performance on SPARC because overhead for flushing instruction caches is significant. On the other hand, LW-SC does not show good performance on Pentium 4. In fib(36), overhead for additional operations in LW-SC is emphasized since there is little local variable access in the fib function.

Table 1: Performance Measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>S:SPARC</th>
<th>P:Pentium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BinTree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copying GC</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>(1.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>(1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bin2List</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copying GC</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>(1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>(1.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fib(36)</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check pointing</td>
<td>1.518</td>
<td>(4.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>(1.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8072</td>
<td>(1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>(1.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>(2.08)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The number of lines of each transformation rule-set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The type rule-set</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The temp rule-set</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lightweight rule-set</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The untype rule-set</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Implementation Cost

Table 2 shows the number of lines of each transformation rule-set. Because a program to be transformed is given as S-expressions, the transformation rules can be written intuitively and easily. It is easy to test transformation rules, too. For example, an input for the temp rule-set can be written in a simple S-expression and the output is also easily checked. In addition, the type, temp and untype rule-set can often be reused when implementing some other extensions.

3.6 Debugging SC Programs

When SC programmers debug their SC programs, they may read the generated C code but it is usually too complicated. We will solve this problem by making transformation rules weave debugging code into their output.

4. RELATED WORK

4.1 Other Language Extensions

There exists many useful extensions to C such as Cilk[6] and OpenMP[7], but their purpose is to implement their own extensions, not to make a framework for general language extensions.

Lisp/Scheme is easy to be extended by transformation and to be written by humans. Furthermore, there exists compilers from their languages to C[8, 9]. But they are not suitable for describing low level operations such as pointer operations. From another point of view, the SC language system applies the advantages of Lisp in extensibility to C with preservation of its ability of low-level operations.

4.2 Lower-Level Scheme

Pre-Scheme[10] is a dialect of Scheme, which lacks some features such as garbage collection and full proper tail-recursion but preserves the other Scheme’s advantages such as higher order procedures, interactive debugging, and macros and gives low-level machine access of C. Our approach is to support language develop-
ers to implement language extension rather than to support programmers for low-level programming, using some advantages of Lisp/Scheme.

4.3 Reflection

Reflection is to manipulate behaviors of a running program by referring to or modifying meta-level information as a first-class object, which enables us to extend a program dynamically. Although it is very powerful in extensibility, it causes great decrease of performance in many implementations that such information is kept by an interpreter. Most implementation[11] overcomes this problem by restricting the extension targets. Compile-time reflection[12, 13] realizes such extension by transforming programs in compile-time, which is similar to our approach. But we provide more generic framework to transform programs such as from LW-SC into SC-0.

4.4 Aspect Oriented Programming

Aspect Oriented Programming[14] (AOP) is a programming paradigm to handle a cross-cutting concern in one place. In general, it is implemented by inserting a method as an advice into join points specified in a program. The SC language system also can be used to implement this feature defining such insertion by adequate transformation rules.

4.5 Pattern-matching

There exists many implementations of pattern-matching utilities on S-expressions[15]. But the patterns which correspond to ,@symbol and ,@symbol[function-name] are not so popular.

In most of implementations, the form ?symbol is used as a pattern which corresponds to our ,symbol. We adopted more intuitive backquote-macro-like notations in consideration of a symmetry between patterns and expressions.

4.6 Another S-Expression Based C

Symbolic C Expressions[16] (Scexp) is another S-expression based C language. It emphasizes usefulness of writing C code with Lisp macros. However, it is not intended to be a base for language extensions.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a scheme for extending the C language, where an S-expression based extended language is translated into a C language with an S-expression syntax. In this scheme, we can extend C at lower implementation cost because we can easily manipulate S-expressions using Lisp and transformation rules can be written intuitively. We also presented an practical example of a language extension which adds nested functions to C.

Future work includes a way how to apply (independently developed) two or more extensions. We will also implement high-level languages (e.g., with a garbage collected heap) based on LW-SC.
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